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NOTICE

This report is an internal Forintek Canada Corp. ("Forintek ) document, for release only by 
permission of Forintek. This distribution does not constitute publication. The report is not 
to be copied for, or circulated to, persons or parties other than those agreed to by Forintek. 
Also, this report is not to be cited, in whole or in part, unless prior permission is secured 
from Forintek.

Neither Forintek, nor its members, nor any other persons acting on its behalf, make any 
warranty, express or implied, or assume any legal responsibility or liability for the 
completeness of any information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represent that 
the use of the disclosed information would not infringe upon privately owned rights. Any 
reference in this report to any specific commercial product, process or service by tradename, 
trademark, manufacturer or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its 
endorsement by Forintek or any of its members.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The objective to this study was to process 
mature and an overmature site in order to 
lumber value of each tree sample.

a matched sample of tree lengths harvested from a 
quantify the lumber volume, lumber quality and

Study results show that the overmature sample were longer, had more tree volume and 
pÎovidS more sawlog volume for the production of lumber. In the mature tree sample rot 
was mostly confined to the base of the tree lengths. However, in the overmature sample 
trees, rot was more prominent along the length of the trees and affected several saw ogs.

Lumber manufactured from the mature sample trees was of better quality ^ d  offered a 
higher value per thousand board measure of lumber (402 $/MBM versus 392S/MB ). 
However and despite a matched tree diameter distribution, the overmature tree sample 
produced 18 percent more lumber volume and 15 percent more lumber value as a result of
the larger average sample tree volume.

Results of this study indicate that the overmature tree sample yields more lumber and more 
S r  value than the mature tree sample. However, these results reflect the processing o fa  
matched sample of tree lenpths harvested from a mature and an overmature site and only/ 
rpprpcpnt one mmnonent of the overall economics involved in comparing the potential value gg  Jn H  ,vne A number of other factor, have «, be aken into cons.derat.on; hese 
include- volume losses due to blow downs caused by butt rot, mortality rate, harvesting 
costs, chip quality and value, potential value for appearance grade products, potential value
for MSR lumber, etc.

Only when results from other components of the study become available, will it be possible 
to determine the merits of harvesting mature versus overmature stands.
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1.0 BACKGROUND

In many regions of Eastern Canada, spruce and fir regenerate naturally at very high stocking 
densities. In these regions, precommercial thinning is emerging as a preferred forest 
management technique. Material from precommercially-thinned stands will become a 
component of the furnish for a number of mills by the end of the century and will be quite 
common within twenty years, accounting for as much as 40% of the raw material in some 
mills. By contrast material from plantations will not be common for at least 40 years.

Information on potential shifts in quality would help corporate planners select forest 
management options that meet volume based timber supply goals and, at the same time, meet 
long range corporate objectives for production of a resource with a specified set of 
properties. There are no published data on the quality of either pulp or lumber from 
precommercially-thinned spruce/fir stands, and only limited data for materials from natural 
stands. This information will be necessary as companies begin to produce management plans 
covering the coming 10 to 20 years.

Of more immediate concern to the Eastern Canadian industry is the relative potential of the 
existing spruce/fir resource. Industry is particularly interested in knowing the effect of 
harvesting age on product quality and yield, for both spruce and fir. Balsam fir is reported 
to be particularly subject to butt rot that can begin as early as age 40. At 70 years old 
approximately 60 percent of the trees can be affected (Kaufert 1935). This leads to 
important cull losses and blow downs of affected trees. For this reason, the first part of a 
larger study being marketed in New-Brunswick around the Green River Spacing trial, was 
dedicated to the study of two typical New-Brunswick spruce/fir natural stands. One stand 
had reached the age that is considered most suitable (mature) for industrial use, while the 
other stand was considered as overmature, i.e well past its prime. These two stands were 
selected because they closely represent stands that will provide a significant portion of New- 
Brunswick’s wood supply over the next twenty years.

A great deal of time and effort has been devoted in the first part of this project to the 
formation of a research alliance. After a successful workshop on wood and fibre quality in 
spruce/fir stands held in Fredericton in July 1992, the research alliance was formed. It 
includes Fraser Inc., J.D. Irving, Raoul Guérette Inc., Stone-Consolidated Inc., Juniper 
Lumber, University of Maine, University of New-Brunswick, Paprican, the New-Brunswick 
government and Forintek.

Responsibilities to carry out the pilot study were assigned as follow's: a member company, 
Fraser Inc., will head up the industry side by participating in the selection, harvesting and 
processing of sample trees. The department of Forestry of the University of New-Brunswick 
will collect stand and tree data. Forintek will conduct the sawmill study at Fraser s Plaster 
Rock sawmill. Forintek will also be responsible for drying the lumber and getting it both 
green and dry graded by a qualified National Lumber Grades Authority (NLGA) grader.
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Paprican will carry out pulping trials. The Wood Science and Technology Centre (WSTC) 
will conduct mechanical strength tests on all 2-inch balsam fir, and have the material 
appearance graded by the Maritimes Lumber Bureau (MLB). Finally the University of 
Maine will conduct microbending tests to determine the proportion of juvenile wood.

Results of the extensive tree to lumber conversion study conducted by Forintek Canada Corp. 
at Fraser Inc. Plaster Rock sawmill are presented in this report.

2.0 OBJECTIVE

The objective for the first phase of this project was to conduct an extensive mill conversion 
study starting from tree lengths to:

provide detailed information about the existing resource as well as setting the stage 
for gathering information on the future resource.

help identify those quality problems that can be corrected through better processing 
techniques, improved forest management and more careful selection and handling of
the resource.

demonstrate what could be gained from a larger more detailed study in this area.

3.0 STAFF

W.F. Love 
Y. Corneau 
J. Barbour

Department Manager
Group Leader - Lumber Manufacturing
Group Leader - Resource Evaluation

G. Chauret 
J. McDonald 
G. Veilleux 
J.C. Garant 
L. Rossignol

Senior Technologist
Technologist
Technologist
Technologist
Technologist

The Forintek project team gratefully acknowledges the assistance provided by management 
and staff of the Fraser Inc. Plaster Rock sawmill. Special appreciation is extended to our 
host, Mr. Ron Beaulieu, General Manager. Without this assistance, the successful 
completion of this study would not have been possible.
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4.0 MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.1 Selection of Samples Trees

Sample trees were jointly selected by the University of New Brunswick, Faculty of Forestry, 
Forintek and Fraser Inc. from two natural spruce/fir stands on Fraser freehold land Both 
stands were of merchantable size but one was considered young by commercial standards, the 
other was considered old. These stands were identified by Fraser’s forestry staff and were 
considered as fairly typical for each of the two age classes.

The main differences were the physical condition of the fir trees and the size of the spruce 
trees. The conditions of the fir trees was seen as by far the most important factor. Spruce 
trees on both sites were in good physical condition. The older stand was approximately 90 
years old Fir trees in this stand were past their prime containing a large amount of rot. 
There had been significant mortality in this stand over the past several decades and many 
dead trees were either still standing or lying on the ground. The younger stand was 
approximately 60 years old. Fir trees in this stand were healthy and vigorous and had not 
yet begun to experience the fall down in quality that is typical for older age classes in t is
species.

Seventy-five sample trees were selected from each stand. Trees were selected based on the 
proportion of each species and the diameter distribution of each species in Fraser s 1991 
harvest. A total of 47 fir and 28 spruce tree lengths were chosen from each site according to 
the diameter distribution shown in Table 1.

4.2 Tree Length Measurements

After harvest, sample tree lengths were transported to Fraser’s Plaster Rock sawmill for 
diagramming. SAWSIM field procedures were used to secure the resource and conversion 
information required. These field procedures provide true shape measurements and the 
opportunity to evaluate different conversion alternatives using computer simulation.

Sample trees were laid on skids in the log yard. Diameter and sweep measurements were 
taken at two perpendicular directions at 0, 0.6, 1.2 meter and every subsequent 1 meter 
interval along the length of the stem. Care was taken to secure measurements at intermediate 
locations when necessary to better define the actual shape of the stem. Diameter and sweep 
measurements were recorded to accuracies of 0.1 cm.

Presence or absence of bark at the contact points between the tree and the caliper blades was 
recorded as was the thickness of the bark measured at the butt and small end of each stem.
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Table 1. Frequency Distribution of Sample Tree Lengths by Species and Diameter Class

A laser transit and target board overlaid with high precision graph paper were used to record 
the horizontal and vertical offsets at each diameter measurement point (Figure 1). By 
recording the intersect point of the laser beam on the target grid and the distance between the 
tree and the highest point in the cross-section, it is possible to determine the true shape of the
cross section ellipse.

Each stem was numbered and manually bucked in the yard in its measured position. Bucking 
was performed by company personnel and followed normal mill guidelines (i.e. lengths and 
overlengths, sweep, etc...). When necessary, a section was removed from the stem to 
eliminate excessive rot from sawlogs.

4.3 Bucked Log Measurements

Bucking was carried out manually with a chainsaw by Fraser personnel according to the 
company’s normal bucking practices. Excessive rot was removed from stems by jump 
cutting in two foot lengths. Bucked logs w'ere identified with the original tree number and a 
letter which established the log’s relative position within the stem. The arrow indicating 
stem position was also transferred. Log length, small and large end diameter, crook, sweep 
and the size of the largest branch per quadrant were recorded. The presence of rot and 
compression wood at each end was diagrammed.
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Figure 1. SAWSIM Methodology for Measurement of Sample Trees
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4.4 Log Conversion Methodology

Bucked logs were sorted by stand and species and run through the mill as a batch. In total 
four batches of logs were processed; they were: young spruce, young fir, old spruce and old
fir.

Sawlogs were processed in the mill on a log-by-log basis. Each cant was photographed as it 
came out of the canter. The direction of the arrow on the end of the cant was diagrammed 
and the angle to the face of the cant measured. Lumber from each log was numbered and 
tallied by width, thickness and length. Trimming was kept to a minimum to allow 
identification of defects causing trim at the time of grading. The lumber was shipped to 
Forintek’s Ottawa laboratory for drying and grading.

4.5 Procurement of Chip Samples

Two separate chip samples were collected from each batch of logs. One was shipped to 
PAPRICAN’s Vancouver laboratory for kraft and CTMP trials. The other was shipped to 
PAPRICAN’s Montreal laboratory for sulphite pulping trials.

Before each batch of logs was sawn, the conveyors leading to the chippers, the chip 
conveyors, the chip screen and the chip bin were completely emptied. Chips from each 
batch were screened then stored in the chip bin. After the entire batch of logs was sawn, the 
chip bin was emptied onto a concrete slab and chips were selected for pulping trials. An 
effort was made to obtain a representative sample. Chips were selected using coal shovels 
from various points around and within the chip pile.

Chips to be sent to Montreal were loaded into 45 gallon drums lined with polyethylene bags. 
Chips to be sent to Vancouver were loaded into doubled 60 gallon polyethylene bags. Four 
bags and two barrels of chips were collected from each batch of logs.

The chips for the sulphite trials were trucked directly to Montreal. The chips for kraft and 
CTMP trials were shipped with the lumber from Plaster Rock to Ottawa by truck. The bags 
were then packed in cardboard boxes and air freighted to PAPRICAN’s Vancouver 
laboratory where they were frozen until pulping trials could take place. The total elapsed 
time between sawing the logs and freezing the chips was 6 days.

4.6 T.umber Grading and Kiln Drying

All 2-inch lumber was graded before and after kiln drying under NLGA Standard Grading 
Rules for Structural Light Framing and Structural Joists and Planks while the boards were 
graded from the face or better side under Article 114.
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Drying was performed in a 5000 bf capacity, computer controlled convenitionrJ drying 1b ln ^  
♦ o toroAt M r nf according; to standâxd industrial schedules. The . . . .  ,
Z S u d a n i  !” sdpru8ce for 48 hour,.
two hours. The 1-inch board material was dned in a mixed ^  (spruoi & O
hours including a 20-hour equalization penod to equilibrate the MC in both species, a
oresstire of 92 lbs/ft2 was applied to the top of each charge with weights, to simulate the
behaviour of pieces located in the middle to lower portion of an mdustna1 kiln.
dry bulb temperature reached 180°F. Six MC sample boards were selected from each c g
to monitor dicing rate. All lumber was pinned with a resistance meter to measure actual
final MC. These readings were later corrected for temperature and species.

The 2-inch balsam fir was shipped to the Wood Science and Technology Centre UNB, for 

fed pine, which is very similar to the requirements of the Scandinavian Green Boo .

5.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

pammehte^d w o rk w ^ to  identify jmd

a hettp.r reflection ofKnee, the trep diameter distribution has been matched, study resuljL. 
Fîhpr quality than the real product value potential of a specific site.

5.1 Characteristics of Sample Trees

Size characteristics of sample tree lengths are presented in Table 2 by species and harvesting 

site.

There data cleailv indicate a significant difference in the size of the material harvested from 
I c h  of the t t e  Eventhough the tree diameter distribution of the material harvested was
matched and kept constant, sample trees from the overmature site are “ P 'J '̂ r è e m  more 
The seventy-five (75) sample trees harvested from the overmature site yield P 
volume than those h a rv e s t  form the mature site. This 10 percent *  ftrentia1 m tree 
volume also exists when one compares the tree volume of a species be 
harvesting sites.

The overmature tree sample provides more volume because sample trees are longer and have 
l e i  taper. Spruce and fir sample trees harvested from the overmature site are respectiv 
5 0 and 13 5 percent longer than trees obtained from the mature site. On averag , 
overmature sample trees are 10 percent longer than mature sample trees. Sample tree length 
characteristics by site and tree butt diameter class are presented in Appendices an .
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Table 2. Size Characteristics of Sample Tree Lengths by Species and Site

Mature Site O v e r m a tu r e  Site

Spruce Fir Total Spruce Fir Total

Number of sample trees 28 47 75 28 47 75

Average Tree Butt Diameter (cm) 25.8 24.1 24.7 25.3 23.5 24.2

Average Tree Length (m) 13.8 13.3 13.5 14.5 15.1 14.9

Average Tree Taper (cm/m) 1.19 1.15 1.17 1.08 1.00 1.03

Average Volume per Tree Length (m3) 0.431 0.376 0.397 0.472 0.415 0.436

Total Tree Volume (gross m3)
12.081 17.655 29.736 13.214 19.499 32.713

5.2 Tree to Lop Conversion

Tree lengths were bucked into sawlogs in the mill yard by Fraser Inc. personnel using a 
chainsaw and according to log manufacturing guidelines normally used by the mill. Products 
manufactured included jump butts (to control the amount of rot included in the first sawlog 
produced from a tree), sawlogs (with emphasis on producing as many 5.0 metre lengths as 
possible) and tops (i.e. short defective tree top sections that could not meet sawlog quality or
size specifications).

5.2.1 Types of roundwood products manufactured

The number and type of products manufactured from sample tree lengths are presented by 
species and cutting site in Table 3.

Results show that a similar number of jump butts and tops were produced from the mature 
spruce and fir as was manufactured from the overmature tree length material. However, the 
overmature site produced seventeen percent (17%) more sawlogs, 204 versus only 174 
obtained from the mature sample trees. The overmature spruce and fir respectively produced 
10 and 20 percent more sawlogs than the same species harvested from the mature site. 
Average small end diameter, length and volume of sawlogs produced by species and site are 
presented in Appendix III.
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Table 3. Frequency of Roundwood Products Manufactured by Species and Site

Mature Site Overmature Site

Spruce Fir Total Spruce Fir Total

Number of sample trees 28 47 75 28 47 75

Products Manufactured

Number of Jump Butts 3 10 13 3 10 13

Number of Sawlogs 67 107 174 74 130 204

Number of Tops 24 45 69 27 43 70

Average Number of Sawlogs/Tree 2.39 2.28 2.32 2.64 2.77 2.72

5.2.2 Roundwood volume recovery

Table 4 shows the yield of roundwood products manufactured by species and site.

Results (Table 4) indicate that although the number of jump butts and tops produced during 
bucking was identical for both sites (i.e. mature/overmature), the volume losses associated Jg 
jump butts and tops were more important for the mature site. The volume of jump butts and 
tops represent over 9 percent of the total product volume manufactured from the mature 
sample trees compared to only 6 percent from the overmature sample tree lengths.

The fir trees from the mature site incurred the most severe volume losses with over 11 
percent of the product volume being lost to jump butts and tops. Tree to log conversion 
efficiency averaged between 89 and 94 percent depending on the species and cutting site. 
Average sawlog volume recovery averaged 91 and 94 percent for the mature and overmature
site, respectively.

5.2.3 Incidence of rot in roundwood products

Visual observations made during the field work in the mill yard indicated that there was 
more butt rot in sample trees harvested from the mature site. Statistics on the product 
volume affected by rot (Table 5) show that this preliminary evaluation was correct. Jump 
butts required to limit the amount of rot in sawlogs, resulted in volume losses of 4.3 and 3. 
percent for the mature and overmature sites, respectively. Contrary to what was expected 
(Kaufert, 1935), the mature fir was the group most affected by butt rot with nearly 6 percent 
of the total tree volume lost as a result of jump butts.
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Table 4. Yield of Roundwood Products by Species and Site

M a tu r e  S ite O v e r m a tu r e  S ite

Spruce Fir Total Spruce | Fir Total

Number of sample trees 28 47 75 28 47 75

Total tree volume (gross nr) 12.081 17.655 29.736 13.214 19.499 32.713

Total Volume of Products (gross m3) 12.596 18.305 30.901 13.677 20.298 33.975

Volume of Products Manufactured1

Volume of Jump Butts (gross m3)
(%)

0.274
(2.2)

1.002
(5.5)

1.276
(4.1)

0.390
(2.9)

0.708
(3.5)

1.098
(3.2)

Volume of Saw-logs (gross m3)
(%)

11.806
(93.7)

16.249
(88.8)

28.055
(90.8)

12.913
(94.4)

18.945
(93.3)

31.858
(93.8)

Volume of Tops (gross nr)
(%)

0.515
(4.1)

1.054
(5.7)

1.569
(5.1)

0.373
(2.7)

0.646
(3.2)

1.019
(3.0)

Percentage of products expressed as a ratio of total volume of products manufactured 
(i.e. jump butts + sawlogs + tops)

In sample trees harvested from the mature site, rot was almost exclusively localised at the 
base of the trees. After removing jump butts to manufacture better quality sawlogs very- 
little rot was to be found in sawlogs (Table 5). In contrast, a significant amount of rot was 
measured in sawlogs manufactured from the overmature sample trees. Nearly 6 percent ot 
the overmature sawlog volume was measured as rot. Overall, the overmature site had a mos 
twice the amount of rot measured in the mature sample trees (9.3 versus 5.2 percent).

Sample trees were selected on the basis of diameter without regards to tree shape 
(crook/sweep) or the presence of rot. However, the rot content in the overmature sample is 
much more important as a result of a few sample trees being severely affected by rot.

Appendix IV shows that most of the overmature spruce sawlog volume measured as rot is 
contained in only two sample trees. In fact, if those two trees are removed from the sample, 
deductions for rot become 0.3 percent or equivalent to the rot content measured in the 
mature spruce sample. In contrast, Appendix V shows that in the overmature fir sample, rot 
is more important and fairly well distributed over most of the tree diameter classes.
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Table 5. Percentage of Rot by Product Type, Species and Site

From these results one can conclude that the presence of rot is more prominent especially in 

the fir trees.

5.3 Tree to Lumber Conversion

5.3.1 T umber Volume Recovery

Tree to lumber conversion data are presented in Table 6. These results show that thMornl

rmbr 0̂ ^
than their mature counterpart. This occurrence is a direct result of the overmature 
sample having:

1) a total tree volume which is 10 percent higher than the mature sample (Table 2)

2) less volume losses associated with jump butts and tops (6.2 versus 9.2 percent, Table 4)

3) an overall higher tree to log conversion efficiency (93.8 versus only Percent’
Table 4) which provides more sawlog volume for the production of lumber.
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Reporting lumber volume recovery per cubic meter of tree volume eliminates major volume
discrepancies between the mature and overmature tree samples. Neverlheless>
fir sample trees harvested from the overmature site continue to yield more lumber volume
than those from the mature site.

On average lumber volume recovery per cubic metre of tree length volume is 6 and 9 
percent higher for the overmature spruce and the overmature fir, respectively. ver , 
T v e rm ^ rf L p l e  trees yield about 8 percent more lumber per cubic metre of tree volume
than do the mature sample trees.

Table 6. Lumber Volume Recovery from Sample Trees by Species and Site

M a tu r e  S ite O v e r m a tu r e S ite

Spruce Fir Total Spruce Fir Total

Total Tree Length Volume (gross m?) 12.081 17.655 29.736 13.214 19.499 32.713

Total Lumber Volume (MBM) 2.419 3.271 5.690 2.812 3.926 6.738

Lumber Volume Recovery (bf/rrr) 200.2 185.3 191.4 212.8 201.3 206.0

5.3.2 T nmher Size Distribution

The size distribution of lumber manufactured by species and site is presented in Table 7 
These statistics show that the lumber dimensions manufactured from the two tree sample are 
S : CSO n « h lumber volume represents between 12 15 percent of the oui
lumber volume. Consequently, the volume of 2-inch lumber ranges between 85 and 88 
percent. The overmature fir yielded slightly less 2-inch lumber than did other catégorie .

The most significant difference in the lumber dimensions produced can be found in the 
SDmce°sample trees The overmature spruce trees provided over 30 percent of the lumber 
volume in the largest lumber width (i.e. 2" x 8" lumber). The mature spruce only generates 
17 percent of 2x8-inch lumber with the differential being found in the 2x6RinCJ  than
category In aggregate, the overmature site produced 33 percent more 2x8-inch lum 
the ma?ure site This occurrence is directly attributed to overmature sample trees having less

taper.
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Table 7. Percent Green Lumber Size Distribution by Species and Site

M a tu r e  S ite 0 v e r m a tu r e  S it e

Lumber Size Spruce Fir Total Spruce Fir Total

( in .)

1-inch lumber
1x3 2.6 3.4 3.0 3.5 3.9 3.7

1x4 7.5 7.7 7.6 7.9 9.2 8.7

1x6 1.9 1 .5 1.7 1.2 1.8 1.5

Total 12.0 12.6 12.3 12.6 14.9 13.9

2-inch lumber
2x3 3.1 9.3 6.7 4.3 7.8 6.3
2x4 26.2 32.8 30.0 22.7 30.6 27.3

2x6 41.7 31.4 35.8 29.4 34.1 32.2

2x8 17.0 13.9 15.2 31.0 12.6 20.3

Total 88.0 87.4 87.7 87.4 85.1 86.1

5.3.3 Lumber Grade Recovery

Lumber grade statistics shown in Table 8 indicate that the mature tree sample obtained a 
slightly better lumber grade yield than the overmature tree sample. Results also show that 
better lumber quality was obtained from spruce trees than from fir trees. There was very 
little difference between the quality of lumber manufactured from the mature and overmature
spruce sample trees.

The quality of lumber produced from the mature fir sample is only slightly inferior to the 
spruce grade yields. However, the grade yield obtained from the overmature fir is 
significantly lower than the quality of other groups. In terms of 2-inch lumber, the 
overmature fir trees provided only 27 percent Select Structural & No. 1 lumber and 
significantly more No. 3 lumber (26 percent). In aggregate, the overmature fir sample yields 
about 14 percent less lumber volume in the two top lumber grades than does the mature fir 
sample (57.6 versus 65.9 percent).

These lower lumber grade yields are a direct result of the amount of rot found in the 
overmature fir sawlogs. Rot was responsible for 67 percent of the 2-inch overmature fir 
lumber being downgraded to no. 3 compared to 56 percent for lumber from the mature fir 
lumber (Appendix VI).
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Table 8. Percent Dry Lumber Grade Distribution by Species and Site

Lumber Grades

Mature Site CIvermature Site

Spruce Fir Total Spruce Fir Total

1-inch lumber 
Select Merch. 
Const./Stand. 

Utility 
Economy

5.2
3.5 
1.7
1.6

4.8
4.6
2.7 
1.4

5.0
4.1
2.2 
1.5

4.7
3.9
2.4
1.2

4.3
5.9
3.2
1.6

4.5 
5.0 
2.8
1.5

2-inch lumber 
Select Struct./No. 1 

No. 2 
No. 3 

Economy

40.9
25.0
21.3
0.8

36.4
29.5
18.6 
2.0

38.3
27.6
19.8
1.5

42.8 
22.4
20.9 
1.7

27.1
30.5
26.3

1.1

33.7
27.1
24.0
1.4

5.3.4 I.nmher Value Recovery

The lumber price list is presented in Appendix VII and the value of the lumber produced 
from each species and site is shown in Table 9. The differential between the green and dry 
values represent losses as a result of drying degrade.

Statistics in Table 9 show that the total lumber value (green or dry) generated from the 
overmature sample trees is about 15 percent higher than the value obtained from the mature 
tree sample This was to be expected as more log volume from the overmature site was 
available for the production of lumber (Table 4). Furthermore, lumber volume recovery 
efficiency was higher when processing material from the overmature site due to less tape 
sample tree lengths (Table 6, 206 versus 191 bf/m3).

Lumber value recovery per thousand board measure provides a good indication of the 
inherent quality of the lumber manufactured without the effect of tree volume anc1 or 
conversion efficiency. On this basis, results show that the spruce lumber value ($/MBM) 
identical from both harvesting sites and about 2 to 5 percent higher than the fir lumber 
values. Similarly, lumber value recovery (S/MBM) is higher for the mature site (2 percent) 
This indicates that lumber manufactured from the mature site is of better quality than lumber 
produced from the overmature sample trees.

Regardless of the slightly higher lumber value per MBM obtained from the mature site, the
K ï ï » tha t5 percent more lumber value per m> is generated from the overmature sue
(82$/m3 versus 78$/m3) as a result of better tree to lumber conversion efficiency. 1 
differential in favour of the overmature site increases to 15 percent when total lumber value
is taken into consideration.
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Table 9. Green and Dry Lumber Value Recovery by Species and Site

M a tu r e  S ite O v e r m a tu r e S ite

Spruce Fir Total Spruce F ir Total

Lumber Value Recoverv (S/MBM)

411
405

402
399

406
402

410
402

389
384

398
392Green Lumber 

Dry Lumber

\ umber Value Recovery ($/m3_)

Green Lumber 
Dry Lumber

82
81

74
74

78
77

87
86

78
77

82
81

Total Lumber Value ($)

Green Lumber 
Dry Lumber

994
978

1314
1306

2308
2284

1152
1130

1527
1507

2679
2636
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The processing of a matched sample of tree lengths harvested from a mature and an 
overmature site has enabled us to quantify differences in lumber quality, lumber volume 
lumber value recovery.

and

Study results indicate that sample trees harvested from the mature site had shorter tree 
lengths and a smaller average tree volume. Also, mature sample trees had more butt rot t an 
the overmature sample trees. However, the rot was restricted to the butt of the trees and 
very few sawlogs were actually affected.

The overmature sample trees had a larger average tree volume as a result of their longer 
lengths. Rot w'as much more prominent in the overmature tree sample. Rot was not as 
severe at the base of the trees but could be found in much of the sawlog material.

Lumber manufactured from the mature sample trees was of better quality and generated a 
higher lumber value (2 percent) per thousand board measure ($/MBM). However, the 
overmature tree sample with its larger tree volume (10 percent) produced more lumber 
volume (18 percent) and significantly more lumber value (15 percent).

Results of this study indicate that the overmature tree sample yields more lumber and more 
lumber value than the mature tree sample. However, these results reflect the processing o a 
matched sample of tree lengths harvested from a mature and an overmature site and only 
represent one component of the overall economics involved in comparing the actual potentia 
value of each stand type. A number of other factors have to be taken into consideration, 
these include: volume losses due to blow downs caused by butt rot, mortality rate, harvesting 
costs, chip quality and value, potential value for appearance grade products, potential value
for MSR lumber, etc..

Only when results from other components of the study become available will it be possible to 
determine the merits of harvesting mature versus overmature stands.
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I APPENDIX I

Size Characteristics of Spruce and Fir Sample Tree Lengths 
Harvested from the Mature Cutting Site
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a p p e n d ix  II

Size Characteristics of Spruce and Fir Sample Tree Lengths 
Harvested from the Overmature Cutting Site
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APPENDIX III

Characteristics of Sawlogs Produced by Species and Site

M a t u r e  S ite O v e r m a t u r e  S it e

Spruce Fir Total Spruce Fir Total

Number of sample trees 28 47 75 28 47 75

Average number of sawlogs/tree 2.39 2.28 2.32 2.64 2.77 2.72

Sawlog average small end diameter 16.7 16.0 16.4 17.2 16.3 16.6

(cm)

Average sawlog length (m)
4.73 4.76 4.75 4.79 4.70 4.73

Average sawlog volume 
(gross m3) 0.176 0.152 0.161 0.174 0.146 0.156



APPENDIX IV

Percentage of Rot in Spruce Sawlogs from the Overmature Site



APPENDIX V

Percentage of Rot in Fir Sawlogs 
from the Overmature Site

Tree Butt Number Total Tree Volume of Rot Percent

Diameter of Volume in Sawlogs Rot

(cm) Trees (dm3) (dm3) (%)

18 8 1597.86 1.02 0
20 7 1727.46 57.41 3.3

22 5 1348.09 13.35 1.0
24 7 2842.74 445.20 15.6

26 5 2310.06 73.12 3.2

28 5 2521.43 69.66 2.8
30 3 1742.58 45.87 2.6
32 2 1418.01 46.81 3.3

34 2 1382.34 94.56 6.7

36 1 766.83 91.18 11.9

38 1 868.25 26.86 3.1

40 1 973.05 27.41 2.8
42 - - “

44 -

Total 47 19,498.69 992.45
Average 414.87 21.12 5.1



APPENDIX VI

Main Causes for Downgrading 2-inch Balsam Fir to No. 3

Defect Type Mature
(%)

Overmature
(%)

Shake
Compression Wood
Slope of Grain
Knots
Wane
Rot

0.0
9.6
5.8
1.9 

26.9 
55.8

1.2
1.2
4.9
1.2

24.4
67.1

100 100



APPENDIX VII 

Lumber Price List

Lumber Lumber Lumber Prices per Length ($/Mbf)

Dimension Grade 6’ 8’ 10’ 12’ 14’ 16’

1x3 Select Merch. 504 504 504 504 504 504

Const. /Stand. /Util. 311 311 311 311 311 311

Economy 143 143 143 143 143 143

1x4 Select Merch. 484 484 484 484 484 484

Const./Stand. /Util. 324 324 324 324 324 324

Economy 149 149 149 149 149 149

1x5 Select Merch. 715 715 715 715 715 715

Const./Stand. /Util. 388 388 388 388 388 388

Economy 158 158 158 158 158 158

2x3 Select Struct./No. 1 _ 370 364 350 355 375

No. 2 • 331 324 305 305 331

No 3 _ 203 203 203 203 203

Economy - 135 135 135 135 135

2x4 Select Struct./No. 1 _ 480 492 465 478 515

No. 2 . 439 452 420 433 472

No. 3 - 311 311 311 311 311

Economy - 185 185 185 175 185

2x6 Select Struct./No. 1 _ 441 447 450 450 465

No 2 « 401 407 395 401 420

No 3 _ 286 286 286 286 286

Economy - 178 178 178 178 178

2x8 Select Struct./No. 1 _ 440 430 460 460 460

No 2 _ 399 388 418 414 414

No 3 _ 273 273 273 273 273

Economy - 178 178 178 178 178
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